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The goal of Inspiring South Australia is to contribute to a society that values science,
engages with scientific issues, encourages young people to pursue STEM careers and
attracts national and international interest in science.

WELCOME TO SCIENCE @ THE FRINGE
Once again, and despite a most challenging year for both the arts and sciences, we’re delighted
to showcase many wonderful science-themed shows in the Adelaide Fringe.
Innovation and creativity underpin our work at Inspiring SA, and these shows demonstrate
beautifully that science and the arts are inextricably entwined, always have been and always will
be. We thank the talented and generous artists and scientists who have put together these shows
for us, and look forward to their stories about the extraordinary world around us.
We hope you have fun with this deliciously curious sciencey feast. You can find photons and
sequins, food of the future, super heroes and superpowers, sci-fi parody, Attenborough’s
animals, Blinky Bill and friends, archaeology and death, the mystique of the human psyche,
history, the alphabet and wine! Then there’s the superb Waterhouse Exhibition and some
awesome adult fun with things that go bump in the night, both at the South Australian Museum.
Our Science at the Fringe Guide is for anyone and everyone who loves to ponder, wonder, wander,
imagine, dance, smile and laugh. We hope you have fun with our science-themed compilation of
over twenty-five shows, some for adults and some for children.
And check out our website (inspiringsa.org.au) for all things science in South Australia!
Dr Sheryn Pitman
Program Manager
Inspiring South Australia

For the Fourth year, the Adelaide Fringe is excited to collaborate with Inspiring South Australia on
the return of the Science at the Fringe Guide!
In 2021, we have a fabulous program with close to 800 events in hundreds of venues across
Adelaide and South Australia over 31 magical days and nights. For those of you with a keen
interest in science, this guide paired with the Science of the Fringe filter on the Adelaide Fringe
website, will help you narrow down some amazing shows across a number of genres such as
theatre, music, interactive, comedy, visual arts and design and even some children’s events for
those young keen science enthusiasts.
There are plenty of educational and entertaining events highlighted in the Science at the Fringe
Guide and we can’t wait for you to get along and see these science themed Fringe shows!
Thank you again to the Inspiring South Australia team for putting this helpful guide together.
Wishing you all an amazing Fringe!
Heather Croall
Director and CEO
Adelaide Fringe
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11 DECEMBER 2020 – 8 MARCH 2021
EXHIBITION AT THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN MUSEUM
BOOK NOW
samuseum.sa.gov.au/waterhouse
Unlimited free VIP entry for Museum Members

Blinky Bill is
On The Loose
Cheeky and courageous Koala, Blinky Bill is
an iconic Australian character. In this musical
theatre adventure for the whole family,
Blinky goes on an adventure and meets many
delightful new friends including Professor
Wombat, Angelina Wallaby and Go-Go Goanna.
10 original songs will have the whole family toe
tapping and humming all the way home.
Blinky Bill has been written with a very strong
focus on science and our natural world. This
strongly underpins the writing, the songs and
the whole show. Bringing together the arts,
science and the environment perfectly captures
and enhances the stories of our furry friend.

Tickets From $19
Black Box Theatres @ Adelaide Botanic Garden | The AmphiTheatre
13-14, 16-21 Mar at 6:40pm

SUGAR
Sugar? Sweet! But what do sugars in our body look
like? Consider all this in an exhibition of sculptures
that you can explore with movement and light.
Artist Bianka Kennedy is a visual artist, theatre designer and props
maker who likes to reduce abstract and complex topics. SUGAR is
inspired by the research of Dr Matthew Briggs from the University
of South Australia, and this delightful exhibition that can be enjoyed
by all ages.

FREE EVENT
Age Suitability: All (General)
Web and Social Links:
www.biankakennedy.com.au
www.instagram.com/bianka.kennedy
Event Venue:
PRAXIS ARTSPACE
68-72 GIBSON STREET, BOWDEN

EVENTS

19 February - 21 March 2020

A Flying Photon
Comedy | Performance | Rachel Rayner, Science Explainer
A glittering and whimsical journey on everyone’s favourite object in the universe, even if you haven’t
heard of it: the tiny photon. Through humour, sequins and stars, discover a bizarre piece of quantum
mechanics which brings us both a sunset and the internet. Just be ready for all the puns - this is
enlightening light entertainment after all!
Stone & Chalk - The Launch Pad | PG | 5-6 Mar 4:30pm | From $16

Attenborough and his Animals
Theatre | Comedy | Clownfish Theatre
The magic of David Attenborough live! A blue whale swims through the depths. Racer snakes pursue an
iguana across the desert. Two hapless fools recreate wonderful scenes of the natural world. Clownfish
Theatre return to Adelaide Fringe after a sellout 2020 season. “A triumph” ★★★★★ The Advertiser.
“Excellent entertainment” ★★★★★ Glam Adelaide.
Gluttony - Rymill Park - Hillside Theatre | All (General) | 23-28 Feb, 2-7 Mar 6:30pm | From $22

Confessions of a Fake Fake-Psychic
Magic | Mentalism | Tom Weil
A mind-bending and jaw-dropping journey through the human psyche. ‘Confessions’ will look like
genuine psychic ability. But they are not. The show will provide a glimpse into how it works and why so
many people want to believe it’s real. Tom Weil is an international, award-winning magician and mind
reader. ★★★★★ Manila Fringe. ★★★★★ Edinburgh Fringe.
The Mill - The Breakout | M | 9-14, 16-21 Mar various times | From $25V

Eating Tomorrow
Interactive | Theatre | Post Dining
Have you ever wondered what the future might look like? Feel like? Taste like? ‘Eating Tomorrow’ is a
back-to-the-future time travel experiment immersing audiences in imaginary worlds. Strap yourselves
in as performers lead you through the progressive narrative of what and how we might be eating over the
next fifty years.
WEA Adult Learning - Basement | PG | 19-21, 24-28 Feb various times | From $44

FRINGELAND
Events | Cross-Artform | ARTHUR ARTHOUSE
Trying to decide on a show to take your mates to? Check out FRINGELAND! For all things fun and fringey.
Immersive ART experiences, bar, and late night Artist party (“ARTHUR PARTY!”) Come and explore 2
floors of fun, ART and ART-venture featuring short performances by all your favourite fringe Acts! Buy a
ticket, come and go as you please. All welcome!
ARTHUR ARTBAR | All (General) | 19-22, 25-28 Feb, 1, 4-8, 11-15, 18-21 Mar 5pm-2am | From $11.50

EVENTS

19 February - 21 March 2020

Galactic Trek : Redemption
Comedy | Theatre | Giant Nerd Australia
Adelaide Fringe’s favourite improvised sci-fi parody is back! Captain Jameson and his crew of barely
space worthy misfits are back to explore strange new space bars, meet strange new aliens and indulge in
strange new cultural practices, in a show that is ... strange. And definitely not a Star Trek rip off, we deny
that totally. Come, beam aboard!
The Duke of Brunswick - The Coleridge Room | PG | 24-25 Feb, 3-4, 19 Mar 8pm | From $15

Improvwho
Comedy | Physical Theatre | Joe Giardina
Come enjoy dinner and a show with fully improvised and entirely new episodes of Who. The adventures
will be different every night! As we travel through time and space with the raggedy Man/Maam, what will
happen, when it will happen and ‘Who’ it will happen to will come completely from your suggestions.

Diverse-City - Auditorium | PG | 23-24 Feb, 1-2, 15-16 Mar 6pm-9pm | From $15

IT’S COMPLICATED
Interactive | Installation | MOD. at UniSA
Even well-thought out solutions to complex problems can have unexpected and unintended
consequences. Like trying to wipe out malaria but ending up with parachuting cats. ‘IT’S COMPLICATED’
pulls back the curtain on the seemingly simple and reveals just how complicated, and complex, the world
can be.
MOD. at UniSA | All (General) | 19-20, 23-27 Feb, 2-6, 9-13, 16-20 Mar 10am-4pm | FREE (NON-TICKETED)

KC Martin-Stone - I See (More) Dead People
Comedy | Stand Up | In Depth Archaeology Productions
The surprise hit of Adelaide Fringe 2020, now with more dead people! Australia’s only archaeologist
/ comedian looks at the lighter side of death. “Frank, fearless and funny” ★★★★★ The Loneliest
Archaeologist. “Combines irreverence and genuine curiosity... a must see” ★★★★ The Clothesline.
“You’ll laugh yourself silly” ★★★★ Everything Adelaide.
Gluttony - Rymill Park - The Piglet | M | 19-21, 23-28 Feb, 2-7 Mar 7:10pm | From $25

Night Lab: Magic, Mystery & Monsters
Events | Interactive | South Australian Museum
Spend a night at the Museum! Release your inner child during an adults-only evening at the South
Australian Museum. Be one of the things that goes bump in the night with food, drink and fun and games
for grownups exploring the wonderful worlds of art and science. Anything could happen and probably
will...
South Australian Museum and Front Lawns | R18+ | 26 Feb 6pm-10pm | $38

EVENTS

19 February - 21 March 2020

Plant Songs: Sound Bath in the Celestial Gardens
Music | Performance | Sacred Resonance
Relax, unwind and be immersed in the presence of the sounds of plants! This unique, live sound bath
performance by Sacred Resonance, incorporates the sounds created by plants, as well as relaxing and
transformative music in the celestial gardens.

The Academy of Light Centre | All (General) | 13-14, 19-20 Mar 7:30pm-10:30pm | From $22

Plant Songs: Art Installation & Exhibition
Visual Arts and Design | Installation | Sacred Resonance, SuperNature Productions & In Search of the Divine
This multimedia installation explores the secret dimensions of the Plant Kingdom, transforming plants
into musical instruments, playing sounds otherwise inaudible to the human ear. Explore these hidden
worlds in this multi-disciplinary art installation, indoors & outdoors in a stunning permaculture garden
setting.
The Academy of Light Centre | All (General) | 12-14, 20-21 Mar various times | FREE (NON-TICKETED)

Something in the Water
Theatre | Comedy | Scantily Glad Theatre
Puberty is hard. Especially when you transform from a normal human-girl into a horrible creature from
the deep. Stunning video projections, puppets and laugh-out loud physical comedy combine in this
absurd exploration of gender identity, comic books and growing up “normal”. “Profound, honest and
hilarious” Theatre in London. ★★★★★ The Star Phoenix.
Black Box Theatres @ Adelaide Botanic Garden - #FringeGetsClassy | R18+ | 2-7 Mar, 16-21 Mar at 8:20pm | From $23

StellarSphere - Full Dome Sound Bath Experience
Music | Performance | Sacred Resonance
Ancient mystics proposed that heavenly bodies emit a musical hum throughout the cosmos.
StellarSphere, a journey through the ‘music of the spheres’, is a live full-dome performance of harmonic
sounds and celestial imagery. Sit back and relax as you gaze into space, in this deeply immersive sound
bath experience.
Adelaide Planetarium | All (General) | 25-28 Feb, 5-6 Mar various times | From $16

SUGAR
Visual Arts and Design | Sculpture | Bianka Kennedy
Sugar? Sweet! But what do sugars in our body look like? An engaging exhibition of new works by Bianka
Kennedy, inspired by the research of scientist, Dr Matthew Briggs, with support from an Inspiring SA
Science-Art Collaboration Grant. Visit the Praxis ARTSPACE website for times, including relaxed, access,
family-friendly sessions and artist talks.
praxis ARTSPACE | All (General) | 19-20, 24-27 Feb, 3-6 Mar various times | FREE (NON-TICKETED)

EVENTS

19 February - 21 March 2020

The Stars At Noon
Theatre | Cabaret | Rhinestone Rebel Presents
Jerrie Cobb and Jackie Cochran were fierce aviation pioneers who should have been the first women in
space but were never given that chance. This is their remarkable story that tells how they paved the way
for generations of female astronauts to come. Watch this beautiful piece of theatre under the Adelaide
stars. Starring Emily Engeman.
Black Box Theatres @ Adelaide Botanic Garden - #FringeGetsClassy - The AmphiTheatre | All (General)
19-21, 23-28 Feb, 2-4 Mar 8:30pm | From $20

The Wine Science Show: Second Vintage
Comedy | Educational | Luke Morris
I’m three-quarters of the way through a bottle of Riesling, and Riesling has nothing to do with this festival
show (at the moment), but I am BACK with another wine history tale. This one features identity theft,
pollination, Durif, lies, truths, and the greatest red wine ever produced. It’ll be fun. Come have a drink.

The Griffins - The Sky Room | PG | 23-28 Feb, 2-7 Mar | From $13

Trees: Who Gives a Root?
Visual Arts and Design | Social Change | Unley Museum
Did you know that one established tree can provide enough oxygen for ten people to breathe each
year? We need our established trees to survive. But who gives a root about trees? Do you? Join us for an
interactive exhibition all about our humble leafy friends, trees!

Unley Museum | All (General) | 20, 22-25, 27 Feb, 1-4, 6, 9-11, 13, 15-18, 20 Mar various times | FREE (NON-TICKETED)

Very Happy Children With Bright and Wonderful Futures
Theatre | Social Change | SAYarts
On the steps of Swedish Parliament, a young girl sits and looks at the stars while the world watches. On
the other side of the world Izzy is caught between a firestorm and a media storm. Do they have bright
and wonderful futures, or is the world a lost cause? Set against the 2020 Australian fires, with humour,
activism, love, and fresh perspectives.
RUMPUS | M | 3-7 Mar at 6pm various times | From $15

Zoodle in the Pub
Comedy | Educational | Zoodle
Every week, videos of Australian animals go viral on social media. From barking magpies, a koala chasing
a quadbike to emus running amok - we love watching them. Join well-known local comedian and ABC
radio personality Eddie Bannon and Australian wildlife-guru Chris Daniels, as they mull over the science
behind popular clips of iconic Australian species. What they come up with might surprise you!
Rob Roy Hotel | Queen Street Ballroom | PG | 17 Mar 6:30pm | FREE (free tickets required)

CHILDREN’S EVENTS
19 February - 21 March 2020

Blinky Bill is On The Loose
Children’s | Musical Theatre | Koala Life & Theatre Bugs
Cheeky and courageous Koala, Blinky Bill is an iconic Australian character. In this musical theatre
adventure for the whole family, Blinky goes on an adventure and meets many delightful new friends
including Professor Wombat, Angelina Wallaby and Go-Go Goanna. 10 original songs will have the whole
family toe tapping and humming all the way home.
Black Box Theatres @ Adelaide Botanic Garden - #FringeGetsClassy - The AmphiTheatre | All (General)
13-14, 16-21 Mar at 6:40pm | From $19

Lets do the Hibble Hop!
Children’s | Music | Hesham Habibullah
Hip hop artist and school teacher Hesh Habibullah, is set to bring his one person children’s show, ‘Do
The Hibble Hop’ to Adelaide Fringe. The show will bring together elements of hip hop, puppetry, rap,
storytelling, and dance to take children on a journey to learn about animals, the alphabet, basic counting,
and healthy food options.
The Griffins - The Sky Room | All (General) | 21, 27-28 Feb various times | From $9

Something in the Water: For Kids
Children’s | Theatre | Scantily Glad Theatre
“Puppets, superpowers and hilarious physical comedy combine in this absurd award-winning comedy only this time, it’s for the whole family!
Join Grumms as they transform from a normal human-girl into a creature from the deep.
Superhero or horrible monster? You decide!
“Laugh-out loud funny & infectiously silly”” ★★★★★ The Star Phoenix”
Black Box Theatres @ Adelaide Botanic Garden - #FringeGetsClassy | All (General) | 13-14 Mar at 4:40pm | From $18

STEMtacular!
Children’s | Interactive | The Australian Science and Mathematics School (ASMS) and Flinders STEM Academy
Crazy about technology? Enjoy cool gizmos and gadgets? Interested in coding? Play, laugh, and learn as
you interact with technological wonders, cutting edge gadgets, drones and curious puzzles. Engage in
hands-on activities with students and staff of the Australian Science and Mathematics School (ASMS),
Flinders STEM Academy and STEM Outreach team.
Australian Science and Mathematics School | PG | 27 Feb at 2pm | $5

The Alphabet of Awesome Science
Children’s | Theatre | Six Foot Something Productions Pty Ltd
“Join professors Lexi Con and Noel Edge for a thrilling voyage through the alphabet – where BIG words
inspire BIG science! “”A must see show”” ★★★★★ The Advertiser.
“”Wonderful, wonder-inspiring wonderment”” The Adelaide Show. “”One of the best children’s shows I
have seen”” Stage Whispers. 2019 Adelaide Fringe Weekly Award ‘Best Children’s Event’.”
Gluttony - Rymill Park - The Flamingo | All (General) | 6-8, 13-14, 20-21 Mar at 2:30pm | From $15

CHILDREN’S EVENTS
19 February - 21 March 2020

14-22 August 2021

www.scienceweek.net.au
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Different
by Design

National Science Week is back for another year. Celebrate Australian science and technology by coming
along to one of the many events across South Australia. Whether you’re a science newcomer or mega
enthusiast, you’ll find an event that intrigues, challenges and entertains.

Watch Science Week 2020 event recordings at inspiringsa.org.au/science-week-2020

Inspiring South Australia, the Children’s Discovery
Museum and Libraries of SA bring you the

Bang
Little

Discovery Club

Young children are already great scientists without even
knowing it. This fun-filled, hands-on program creates a
journey of shared discovery, combining everyday objects
and experiences with genuine scientific enquiry methods.

Ask your friendly library staff
about the Little Bang Discovery
Club in your local library!
For more information about what’s happening in
science in South Australia go to

inspiringsa.org.au

Science for
children aged

3-5

“The World is full of wonders but they become more wonderful, not less wonderful, when
science looks at them.” David Attenborough “Science and everyday life cannot and should not
be separated.” Rosalind Franklin “I didn’t just want to know the names of things. I remember
wanting to know how it all worked.” Elizabeth Blackburn “Nothing in life is to be feared, it is
only to be understood. Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less.” Marie
Curie “We especially need imagination in science. It is not all mathematics, nor all logic, but
is somewhat beauty and poetry.” Maria Mitchell “You dig deeper and its gets more and more
complicated, and you get confused, and it’s tricky, and it’s hard, but … it is beautiful.” Brian
Cox “Look up at the stars and not down at your feet. Try to make sense of what you see, and
wonder about what makes the universe exist. Be curious.” Stephen Hawking “The tree I had
in the garden as a child, my beech tree, I used to climb up there and spend hours. I took my
homework up there, my books, I went up there if I was sad, and it just felt very good to be up
there among the green leaves and birds and the sky.” Jane Goodall “I have steadily endeavoured
to keep my mind free so as to give up any hypothesis, however much beloved (and I cannot
resist forming one on every subject), as soon as facts are shown to be opposed to it.” Charles
Darwin “Beauty arises out of inspiration.” Richard Dawkins “Science is not only a disciple of
reason but, also, one of romance and passion.” Stephen Hawking “I think a scientist’s job is to
explore the Universe, to explore the cosmos around us. People always want to know - why is
that useful? Well, on just pure fundamental grounds, on some level it’s like art, it’s like umm,
music, it’s aesthetics, it’s like philosophy. You want to know where you are in the Universe.”
Brian Schmidt “It seems to me that the natural world is the greatest source of excitement; the
greatest source of visual beauty; the greatest source of intellectual interest. It is the greatest
source of so much in life that makes life worth living.” David Attenborough “One might say
science is the sum total of our knowledge of the universe, the library of the known, but the
practice of science happens at the border between the known and the unknown. Standing
on the shoulders of giants, we peer into the darkness with eyes opened not in fear, but in
wonder.” Brian Cox “Nature composes some of her loveliest poems for the microscope and
telescope.” Theodore Roszak “Every great advance in science has issued from a new audacity of
imagination.” John Dewey “I don’t need to have answers to everything. I want to have answers to
find.” Brian Cox “I don’t care how you get potassium out of kelp; I want to know how kelp gets
potassium out of the sea.” Willis R. Whitney “The saddest aspect of life right now is that science
gathers knowledge faster than society gathers wisdom.” Isaac Asimov “The art and science
of asking questions is the source of all knowledge.” Thomas Berger “To me, mathematics,
computer science and the arts are insanely related. They’re all creative expressions.” Sebastian
Thrun “Science knows no country, because knowledge belongs to humanity, and is the torch
which illuminates the world.” Louis Pasteur “Science is fun. Science is curiosity. We all have
natural curiosity. Science is a process of investigating. It’s posing questions and coming up
with a method. It’s delving in.” Sally Ride “Science is too important not to be part of popular
culture.” Brian Cox “Quantum physics makes me so happy – it’s like looking at the universe
naked.” Sheldon Cooper -The Big Bang Theory, Season 5, Episode 20, spoken by the character

inspiringsa.org.au
The Inspiring South Australia program is supported by the Australian Government through the Department
of Industry, Innovation and Science, the Government of South Australia, the University of Adelaide,
the University of South Australia, Flinders University and the South Australian Museum.

